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Team Particle Plan 

 
 
Team Particle Plan is a collaboration between four creative partners based in the 

Netherlands. Each of them is known for its innovative approach and individuality in 

coming up with progressive ideas and solutions to complex situations. Every 

member has its own experience in the execution, organisation and production of 

complex technological or environmental projects on a large scale. 

 

 

Studio Drift explores the relationship between nature, technology and mankind. 

Their work comes to life by continuing collaborations with scientists, research 

facilities computer programmers and engineers; the results are truly innovative and 

ground-breaking site specific artistic installations around the theme ‘light’ – a 

testament to the cross-pollination between the technically advanced, the 

aesthetically beautiful and awareness of future potentials. While their visual 

language is characterized by dreamy and poetic aesthetics, the concept behind the 

works is often based on an unexpectedly critical engagement.  

www.studiodrift.com 

video links to reference projects: 

Fragile Future: Fragile Future FINAL 2014 on Vimeo 

Shylight: Studio DRIFT at Luminale 2012 www.studioDRIFT.com 

Flylight: Flylight at PAD Paris | Video | Studio Drift 

 

 

DUS Architects builds ‘Public Architecture’: Design that consciously influences our 

daily life. This social significance shows at all levels of DUS’ work, ranging from 

large urban strategies to outdoor breakfast designs. DUS sees architecture as a 

craftsmanship and combines research and design with a ‘hands on’ approach and 

unique use of materials.       
www.dusarchitects.com 

 
video links to reference projects: 
3D Print Canal House: http://vimeo.com/87843940 
Unlimited Urban Woods: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7T3hruur4to 
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Digiluce builds on experience in academia and business, Digiluce acts as project 

developer, advisor, or scientific expert in unusual collaborations between artists, 

scientists, and business. Digiluce is most known for his collaboration with Studio 

Drift, with whom he developed a.o. Flylight and for fLUMENS, a co-development 

with OPENLIGHT.               

www.digiluce.nl 

 

video links to reference projects: 

fLUMENS: http://vimeo.com/62985126              

Flylight: Flylight in Moscow | Video | Studio Drift 

 

 

Rombout Frieling makes matter move man 

As designer, engineer, researcher and entrepreneur, Rombout and his teams 

initiate multifaceted innovation processes. These uncover and address our 

pressing human needs by realizing novel and aesthetic solutions in which 

technology has a purpose.  

Next to the work with his studio and various spin-out companies, Rombout is also 

creative director of the Intelligent Lighting Institute at Eindhoven University of 

Technology (TU/e), curator of the GLOW forum for light & architecture and Sir 

James Dyson Innovation Fellow at Royal College of Art London. 

www.zomaar.info 

 

video links to reference projects: 

fLUMENS: http://vimeo.com/62985126   

OPENLIGHT WAVES: http://vimeo.com/84206580 

OPENLIGHT IRIS: http://vimeo.com/84206471  
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